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ABSTRACT IN ENGLISH
The objective of this capstone project is to build a Natural Language Processing (NLP) system

that will operate in the domain of criminology and police investigations in order to automate

the process of extracting relevant information from long and descriptive crime cases, such as

the people involved, the relationship between them, the crime committed, the location of the

incident, the events, any weapons used, and the damage caused.

There will be, in addition to that main purpose, a secondary one that consists of summarizing

the extracted information into a precise and coherent text that involves all the relevant facts.

Doing so would give a great advantage to investigators who generally have to go through a

large amount of textual data to find the information and evidence they need to carry out their

duties.

This project will use Python as a programming language, and the Natural Language

Processing libraries it provides: SpaCy and Natural Language ToolKit (NLTK). It will also

use Machine Learning for the NLP technique: Named Entity Recognition (NER).

Keywords: Natural Language Processing, Information Extraction, Text Summarization,

criminology, Python, SpaCy, NLTK, Machine Learning, NER.



ABSTRACT IN FRENCH
L'objectif de ce projet est de construire un système de traitement du langage naturel (NLP) qui

fonctionnera dans le domaine de la criminologie et des enquêtes policières afin d'automatiser

le processus d'extraction d'informations pertinentes à partir d'affaires criminelles longues et

descriptives, telles que les personnes impliquées, la relation entre elles, le crime commis, le

lieu de l'incident, les événements, les armes utilisées et les dommages causés.

À cet objectif principal s'ajoute un objectif secondaire qui consiste à résumer les informations

extraites en un texte précis et cohérent qui reprend tous les faits pertinents. Une telle

démarche constituerait un avantage considérable pour les enquêteurs qui doivent

généralement parcourir une grande quantité de données textuelles pour trouver les

informations et les preuves dont ils ont besoin pour mener à bien leur mission.

Ce projet utilisera Python comme langage de programmation, et les bibliothèques de

traitement du langage naturel qu'il fournit : SpaCy et Natural Language ToolKit (NLTK). Il

utilisera également le Machine Learning pour la technique d’Extraction d'entités nommées.

Mots-clés : Traitement du langage naturel, extraction d'information, Résumé de texte,

criminologie, Python, SpaCy, NLTK, FrameNet, PropBank, Machine Learning, Extraction

d’entités nommées.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Natural Language Processing (NLP) is a branch of Artificial Intelligence (AI) that aims to

make a program understand natural language (human language), and it is a field that is

growing very fast thanks to the advancements in technology, computing, and efficient

algorithms. One of the motivations behind the research and innovations in this field is the

rapidly increasing amount of unstructured data that is being generated on a daily basis. The

question quickly became: What if we could build machines and train them so that they could

understand human language and handle all that data for us by providing services in that sense?

In the domain of criminology, investigations are done through the collection of diverse

textual, structured and unstructured data from different sources. When compiling all of it

together, it could take a long time for an individual to go through and find the facts and

evidence they may be looking for.

This project has as its purpose applying Natural Language Processing in the field of

criminology in order to solve that issue. The project suggests a system that will process

textual data about crime cases and extract the relevant information present in said documents.

Additionally, it would summarize all of it into a coherent text with the use of NLP methods

and enabling technology.

This report will give a detailed description of the project, its implications and technicalities,

extending to a study of the different techniques used in Natural Language Processing will be

conducted, the subtasks of text-preprocessing, syntactic and semantic analysis, then the

extraction of information and finally the summarization.

1



2. STEEPLE ANALYSIS
The following sections describe the STEEPLE analysis of the project. STEEPLE gives a

comprehensive description of a number of external fields and new perspectives the project can

be seen in and discusses any issues that may arise in each.

2.1 SOCIAL IMPACT

Crime is amongst the social issues that ought to be fought or reduced at any chance possible.

With this project, the social impact is rather positive as it aims to ease police work to a certain

extent, and therefore indirectly aid the justice departments in providing social security for

their civilians.

2.2 TECHNOLOGICAL IMPACT

The Natural Language Processing (NLP) system in this project will help process large textual

data relevant to criminal investigations by extracting specific information from cases and

reports. The system can potentially be applied on many other forms of unstructured data like

messages, letters, testimonies, court trials, and conversations. After heavily training the

system and reaching a decent level of correctness, it can be officially introduced as a main

step of the investigation process. It could save investigators a significant amount of time, as a

machine is significantly faster than a human and can provide more accurate and consistent

results with less chances of errors through Information Extraction (IE) , since it is not affected

by human factors such as fatigue or distraction. Text summarization, which is the secondary

objective of this system, would synthesize all the information gathered into coherent text and

save time when building case files.

2.3 ECONOMIC IMPACT

Using software as a substitute for human labor has its pros and cons, the cost that will be

saved in no longer assigning police agents to do the work will be spent in software

maintenance, and acquiring sufficient resources to store the large quantities of data needed to

train the system.
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2.4 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

There are no environmental impacts for this project except through the use of energy for

powering computers.

2.5 POLITICAL IMPACT

There are many types of crimes that can be committed, and some represent more of a

challenge for the government than others, such as terrorism and treason. Helping speed up the

process of dealing with such cases will most likely be to the advantage of the government in

power and therefore avoid dramatic turns in political issues [1].

2.6 LEGAL IMPACT

Extracting information from criminal cases and reports can also be done on court trials as

mentioned before. In this case the project would have an impact by benefiting the legal

analysis processes in optimization and efficiency.

2.7 ETHICAL IMPACT

Software like the one suggested in this capstone design will save time for police departments

when carrying out their daily duties, they would be able to finish a larger number of tasks in a

shorter time and would start assigning more agents to fieldwork and active protection of

civilians. On the other hand, one could argue that having an artificially intelligent system

extract information that will undoubtedly influence the course of an investigation can lead to

ethical issues, because it might miss a very important detail that would either find a suspect or

not. However, there is the possibility of leaving the system under an agent’s supervision just

enough for it to be trained properly up to an acceptable if not very good accuracy level.

3



3. FEASIBILITY STUDY
This step was done during the first phase of the project, the analysis.The feasibility of the

project was studied with respect to three aspects: temporal, technical, and financial.

3.1 TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY

The technical feasibility of the main and secondary objectives were studied by exploring the

methods that are used to achieve them, and dividing both tasks into smaller ones for better

manageability and more accurate scheduling. A selection of the dataset used for the model

was conducted in this phase as well, it underwent a thorough analysis to understand how the

crime cases are presented and what type of information could be extracted. There was a need

for an identification of the tools that can be used in each task, including technologies learned

at AUI and others, which helped set a basis for the next phases of the project.

3.1.1 SELECTION OF DATA

The project started with a selection of the text documents that would be used as input for the

Natural Language Processing system (NLP) system. Those documents are in English and can

be found on the websites referenced in this report. The information that will be extracted

includes people, locations, dates, events, relationships, weapons, crimes committed, and other.

3.1.2 TOOLS AND TECHNOLOGIES

The first tool to be investigated was FrameNet, an open-source English lexical database that

can be used in NLP applications, notably Information Extraction, as it provides annotated text

and examples of how words are used in the English language. FrameNet can be integrated into

Python code. Python is a good programming language choice for conducting much of the

work on this project because it was introduced during multiple courses at AUI and is

commonly used for NLP tasks. Other useful tools are the open-source Python libraries

contained in the Natural Language ToolKit (NLTK) or its best alternative, SpaCy, for

advanced NLP, which allow breaking down sentences and their structures, as well as create

4



patterns to extract data related to sought entities. The SpaCy library also provides methods for

creating Machine Learning (ML) models for the English language, which allow for using ML

techniques on the English text, notably in Named Entity Recognition (NER) for the

Information Extraction part of the project.

The two ways to achieve the secondary objective of summarizing the cases into concise text

were 1) extraction of the important text and forming a summary and 2) abstraction of the

meaning of relevant sentences and rephrasing them in a new way. However, since the former

will be used for the main objective, it would only be sensible to leverage the results generated

from it.

3.2 TEMPORAL FEASIBILITY

For the temporal feasibility, achieving the main objective of the project will surely be feasible

within the remaining time frame of the capstone project which is 7 weeks from the submission

of the interim report. The design, which was the next phase, was scheduled to take 2 weeks,

during which a selection of the final tools and an organization of the tasks was done. The

remaining weeks were and will still be devoted to the implementation and should be enough

time to achieve the main goal and hopefully manage to produce results for the secondary

objective as well.

The Gantt Chart in Figure 1 summarizes the schedule adopted for this project:

Figure 1: Gantt Chart
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3.3 FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY

All the tools and technologies used in this project are open source; therefore, the project is

totally feasible financially. There will be no issue acquiring the tools and no additional

features are required for the implementation.

6



4. REQUIREMENTS AND SPECIFICATIONS

This chapter lists the functional and non-functional requirements and specifications to be

expected from the NLP system and both its objectives.

4.1 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

● The user can choose the textual data they want to use as input for the system.

● The system should extract information from the chosen document

4.2 NON-FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

4.2.1 PERFORMANCE

● The information extraction should take a reasonable amount of time to execute.

4.2.2 PORTABILITY

● The user may only choose incident reports in English as input for the system.

● The user may only upload text files when using the system

4.2.3 SCALABILITY

● Larger text should not take overly long to be processed.

4.2.4 ACCESSIBILITY

● The interface shall be simple and easy to use.

7



5. DESIGN
This chapter will describe the different concepts and research done in the design phase of the

project. It will contain details about the techniques and technologies looked at and used in

each step of building the NLP system.

5.1 TEXT PRE-PROCESSING

In Natural Language Processing, before a machine can understand text as it is presented to it,

it will have to pre-process it and translate it into a more readable format. There are quite a

few techniques that are used for pre-processing text, some are general and are used

automatically whenever building an NLP program; others are more task specific and depend

on the type of text and final use of the system.

5.1.1 NORMALIZATION

Normalization is one of the more basic techniques and it relies on implementing code for the

program to convert words that are supposed to mean the same thing but written differently

into a more uniform and standard format [2]. For example on social media, people use

different spellings and contractions for words that have the same meaning [3]. The purpose of

doing so is to reduce dimensionality, with each different spelling of a word rendering it

unique and adding a dimension to the vector-space model, schematically shown in Figure 2

[2].
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Figure 2: Vector Space Model in Dimensionality [3]

Lower Casing basically means converting all the words in a text in lower case. This reduces

dimensionality because, for example, a system given a text with both “Morocco” and

“morocco” will consider them different and so it would be a waste of time and resources to

have to process each repeated word [3].

5.1.2 REMOVING NOISE WITH REGULAR EXPRESSION (REGEX)

Noise removal is used to get rid of all sorts of characters that could be misleading for the

machine, such as punctuation and symbols that are not part of natural language, like HTML

tags, or the numbers in enumerated lists. This also reduces dimensionality because words like

“me!”, “me”, and “<a>me</a>” will be treated differently if not for the noise removal [3].

Regular Expressions (RE) are a powerful tool that is used for text analysis because it also

allows to search for patterns in a text and provides operators for accurate pattern matching

when looking to clean the sentences of repeating patterns [4].
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Figure 3: Code for Text Cleaning using Regex

In the code snippet above, we used the RE operator “substitute” which takes as arguments the

character to clean, the substitute for it, and the text. Here, we replace the unwanted symbols

with either white space or nothing to completely delete them.

5.1.3 STEMMING AND LEMMATIZATION

This technique is used to extract the root or stem of words in a text. Stemming takes words

and removes prefixes and suffixes or otherwise beginning and ending letters to end up with

the core of a word (e.x. “troubled” would become “troubl”). While lemmatization actually

transforms a word to its most generic base form, the one one would find in a dictionary (e.x.

“better” would become “good”, or “goose” and “geese” would both get mapped to “goose”)

[3].

5.1.4 REMOVING STOP WORDS

Removing stop words, which are the most common words in English and probably would not

have great significance in a sentence or add anything to the information extraction (“for”, “a”,

“the”). Stop word lists can either be defined by the user or used from established sets [3].

10



5.2 SYNTACTIC ANALYSIS

After the pre-processing step comes the analysis. The first type is syntactic; it is purely based

on grammar and the placement/position of words in a sentence, as well as the syntactic

relationships between them. The next sections will describe a few of the methods used in

syntactic analysis.

5.2.1 PART OF SPEECH TAGGING

Part of speech (POS) tagging is the most basic form of syntactic analysis that attributes to

each word in a sentence its grammatical label. POS tags are labels that are assigned to words

in a sentence depending on their placement in that text, and basically describe the word’s

grammatical function (verb, noun, pronoun, adjective, etc). Each word has a part of speech,

but may have more than one (e.g., ‘drink’ can be a noun or a verb), so the analysis follows an

algorithm that takes into consideration the context of the sentence as well to be able to assign

the right POS [5].

5.2.2 SYNTACTIC DEPENDENCY

This method shows the relationship between two or more words in a sentence by specifying

which governs over which in the form of a tree of dependencies. The following image is an

example of a dependency tree using a visualizer method “displacy” from Python’s library

SpaCy, with each word’s POS tag under it.
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Figure 4: Dependency Tree using SpaCy’s “displacy”

5.2.3 PHRASE STRUCTURE GRAMMARS

Another way of conducting syntactic analysis is through Phrase Structure Grammars, also

known as Constituency Grammars. This method relies on determining the constituency

relations [6], in other words, the sequence of words which form noun phrases or verb phrases

for example, instead of looking at each word on its own and linking it to its

dependent/governor [7]. The concept of ‘constituent’ refers to several different and potentially

complex word sequences that function grammatically as a single word. For example, “glass”,

“glasses”, “the glass”, “the broken glass”, “the slightly broken glass”, and “the slightly broken

glass that is in the sink” are all noun phrases and fill the same function as just the noun ‘glass’

in a sentence.

5.3 SEMANTIC ANALYSIS

It is the process which allows for a machine to understand the meaning of words in terms of

semantics and not only syntax or grammar. This type of analysis requires that the machine

trains itself to understand the contexts of natural language to be able to distinguish the

different nuances words can take. To train, a machine will need a large database of either
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totally or partially labeled data to learn from [8]. The following sections introduce two of

those databases that are used to achieve such a goal.

5.3.1 SEMANTIC ROLE LABELING

Semantic Role Labeling is a method that aims to determine the sentence's meaning by

detecting the arguments associated with a sentence's predicate or verb, as well as how they

are categorized into their different positions. This necessitates an understanding of not only

language terms, but also the way they are employed in various sentences [9].

PropBank is an annotated database that provides a number of verbal propositions as well as

the arguments that accompany them. It is essentially used to break down sentences into

annotated ‘argument-predicate’ structures, then following Semantic Role Labeling, it gives

some of those structures functional tags (manner, location, temporal, etc)[10].

Figure 5: PropBank’s “predicate-argument” structure and Semantic Role Labeling [9]

In the image above, we notice that the sentence was broken down into the verb which is the

predicate, the subject, and object, in addition to other arguments that have a functional tag

attached to them (MNR: Manner, LOC: Location, TMP: Temporal). [9]

5.3.2 FRAME SEMANTICS

Frame Semantics work by indicating the meaning of words in a sentence according to the

“scene” it is describing or the elements it is associated with in that sentence. Frames are
13



simply generic “scenarios” that describe a certain process or action being done with the use

of Frame Elements (FE) (Who does what, where/when, using what). Taking the instance of a

frame called “Apply_Heat”, this frame is defined with a set of frame elements labeled as the

“Cook”, the “Food”, and the “Instrument”. Those FEs group a number of words that fit in the

category and the NLP system working with FrameNet will start looking for them as soon as

the frame is evoked. To evoke a frame, there has to be a mention of a verb related to cooking

such as “broil”, “bake”, or “Steam” for example. [11]

FrameNet is also a lexical database for the English language that relies on frame semantics

explained above. It provides in its database over 13000 Lexical Units (LU) which are a

pairing of words with a meaning, over 1000 frames, and even annotated example sentences

for some, making it quite rich [11].
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6. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE IE SYSTEM

This chapter is about the methods studied and used in the implementation of the NLP system

for Information Extraction (IE), the main purpose of the project. This phase includes

successes and failures, all of which contributed to building this report and conducting a

pertinent analysis of the advantages and disadvantages, or challenges, present in using each of

them.

6.1 INFORMATION EXTRACTION

Information Extraction is one of the tasks which form the basis of other high-level problems

such as Question Answering. Along with other NLP techniques, it aims to automate a process

that can be time consuming for a human. IE systems take as input free text written using

natural language, for human use, and process it according to specified criteria, their goal is to

extract the salient facts, events, entities, and relationships from unstructured data and

represent their semantic content in a more meaningful way.

There are a number of approaches to implementing this task, some of which were mentioned

in the design phase, and others that were chosen for building the system, described in this

section in detail with all the technicalities necessary.

6.2      USING SPACY

SpaCy1 is an open source Python library for advanced Natural Language Processing (NLP).

When dealing with large texts, SpaCy performs very well at helping “understand” the

information, extract it, and pre-process it for other purposes (i.e Deep Learning) if necessary.

SpaCy has a large span of features for NLP amongst which some of them work independently,

while others are presented under the scope of Machine Learning, requiring the use of

1 https://spacy.io/usage/spacy-101
15
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statistical models and trained pipelines for making predictions about whichever linguistic

annotations are sought.

The tasks in this project needed the second type of features; the implementation of most of the

steps required the use of a trained pipeline for the English language, containing components

such as:

- Tok2vec: Used for applying “token-to-vector” models.

- Tagger: Applies Part-Of-Speech tagging on the input text.

- Parser: or DependencyParser, used for parsing the input text according to the token

dependencies.

- Senter: or SentenceRecognizer, used in the parsing of sentences.

- NER: component for Named Entity Recognition.

- Attribute_ruler: Allows setting attributes to tokens for  rule-based matching of patterns in

input text.

- Lemmatizer: Does the lemmatization of input text.

The existing English pipelines in SpaCy are:“en_core_web_sm”, “en_core_web_md”, “

en_core_web_lg” (small, medium, large), and they have different levels of accuracy and

precision which increase along with they sizes. The other difference between them is that the

small sized pipeline does not include vectors, while the other two do.

Word vectors are instances of vector spaces previously mentioned in the design phase. Also

called word embeddings, they are a representation of natural language vocabulary into real

numbers for machines to be able to compute token predictions or find the similarity between

one word and another. The medium and large English pipelines can therefore be used in

various NLP applications such as Document Clustering and Text Classification.[13]
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6.2.1     LOADING AN ENGLISH PIPELINE

SpaCy provides simple and straightforward methods for using its features. The tool is very

well documented and quite popularly used, which makes debugging and problem solving

easier.

Using a language pipeline, in this case one of the English pipelines, requires downloading it to

disk or into a virtual environment, then loading it with the method “spacy.load()”. After that,

it is necessary to create a “Doc” object by applying the pipeline’s Tokenizer onto the text

passed as an argument. Here is a code snippet illustrating this description:

Figure 6: Loading an English pipeline in SpaCy

Here, the “doc” variable stores the Doc object retrieved from tokenizing the text inside

“CaseReport02.txt”

6.3 RELATION EXTRACTION USING SYNTACTIC DEPENDENCY

Relation Extraction (RE) is a Natural Language Processing task that consists of identifying

and classifying relationships between elements extracted from raw text [14]. RE in this

implementation was done by using the syntactic dependencies of each word in a sentence to

classify them as either subject, predicate, or object, then building triples with those three

elements [17]. The triples are then displayed using network visualizers NetworkX2 and

PyVis3, which show the entities and predicates in connected graphs or disconnected ones

3 https://pyvis.readthedocs.io/en/latest/

2 https://networkx.org/
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depending on the completeness of the input data. In the case of this project, the information

extracted is in the form of relationships between the subject and object of a sentence. The

triples are written as: [subject, relationship, object].

The input used in the implementation of this approach was in the form of an English

paragraph with facts about a common subject, and since this project deals with criminology,

the paragraph was taken from the report of a famous case: the murder of Meredith Kercher.

6.3.1 COREFERENCE RESOLUTION

In this implementation, the connectivity of nodes in the graph highly depends on the subject

extraction from the input sentences. Therefore, when common subjects are not recognized as

the same entities when they should be, it could lead to the rendering of a disconnected graph,

which does not explore the full potential of this approach.

Since crime reports are written by humans, that issue would for sure be encountered.

Therefore to avoid it, the text was preprocessed by using Coreference Resolution (CR); itself

an NLP technique for resolving the problem of expressing subjects explicitly or using

respective pronouns to avoid redundancy and repetition. There exists an extension for Spacy’s

NLP models, which we add to the English pipeline as a component so that it includes the

various methods for CR. It is called NeuralCoref 4.

Figure 7: Using NeuralCoref in SpaCy

4 https://github.com/huggingface/neuralcoref
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After downloading the extension we import it and add it to the English pipeline and use the

following method to produce the output text with all the references resolved at the main

mention.

Figure 8: Method for resolving coreferences

The input text for the implementation:

Meredith Kercher was stabbed in her apartment. She shared the
apartment with her friend Amanda Knox and she was found on the
floor of her bedroom strangled. She was stabbed in the neck. She
was partially unclothed, with 47 cuts and bruises on her body.
Blood was found at the scene and in the bathroom. The window was
broken from the inside, suggesting an attempt to fake a robbery.
Footprints were also found under the body. The murder weapon was
a bloody knife and was left at the scene.

Figure 9: Input text for Coreference Resolution

The output of Coreference Resolution:

Meredith Kercher was stabbed in Meredith Kercher apartment.
Meredith Kercher shared her apartment with Amanda Knox and
Meredith Kercher was found on the floor of Meredith Kercher
bedroom strangled. Meredith Kercher was stabbed in the neck.
Meredith Kercher was partially unclothed, with 47 cuts and
bruises on Meredith Kercher body. Blood was found at the scene
and in the bathroom. The window was broken from the inside,
suggesting an attempt to fake a robbery. Footprints were also
found under Meredith Kercher body. The murder weapon was a bloody
knife and was left at the scene.

Figure 10: Coreference resolution using the method ._coref_resolve()
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The point of this step was to find all the instances of a subject and replace the coreferring

mentions with their main mention. Such a task indeed does not make sense for a human and is

not meant to, it aims however at helping with the next steps and their visualization.

6.3.2 RELATION EXTRACTION PROGRAMMATICALLY

Now that all subjects were resolved and substituted, the text can be sent as input to the RE

system. The system works by, first, parsing the text into sentences using SpaCy methods such

as in this case “doc.sents”. It then reads each of those sentences and tokenizes them to pass

the results to a function which extracts their syntactic dependencies, then classifies them as

either of those three elements of the triple.

Figure 11: Function definitions for recognizing relations and object construction element
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Figure 12: Building the elements of the triples

Classifying is done by specifying which syntactic dependencies are eligible to be considered

as either a subject, a relation or an object. Subjects are described explicitly with the

dependency “subj”, however some are split into “compound” and “subj” one after the other

respectively. When that is the case, the first token is either a part of a name, or a qualifying

word for the subject. Therefore, for good readability, they should be extracted as a set. To

achieve that, we keep checking if such a sequence occurs, then push it in the triple. If it does

not, the subject token is appended to the chunk “subject” with no extra conditions applied.

There are multiple ways to define relationships and they depend strongly on the general

structure of the text at hand. In the example of my implementation, the relations were

generally represented by a verb “Root”, an adjective “adj”, or an attribute of a state verb

“attr”. The relations are extracted with the use of a function “isRelationEligible” where the
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possible dependencies are listed, and any occurrence is pushed into an “relation” chunk until

all the tokens in the sentence are processed.

Objects on the other hand are extracted in two steps: the first is to identify the tokens that

have a dependency of type object “obj” only, the second step is to construct a noun phrase

(excluding stop words) around those tokens with the function “isConstructionCandidate” so

that the triple makes sense. Example: “Meridith Kercher was stabbed in the neck ”

⇒Without “isConstructionCandidate”: [Meredith Kercher, stabbed, neck]

In this example we see that “neck” is extracted as the object element of the triple. However, it

doesn’t give precise information about the relation because it creates the possibility of the

original sentence being in the active voice: Meredith stabbed the neck of someone. While in

fact it is: “Meredith was stabbed in the neck”

⇒With “isConstructionCandidate”: [Meredith Kercher, stabbed, in neck]

Figure 13: Function calls for building the triples and the graph

The method “getSentences()” is responsible for parsing the text into sentences and appending

them to an array. The “processSentence()” method calls “ProcessSubjectObjectPairs()” as in

figure 13. Its output is returned and appended directly into the “triples” array. The latter is

subsequently passed as an argument to the function “Graph()” which is covered in the next

section.
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6.3.3      VISUALIZATION: KNOWLEDGE GRAPHS

In this implementation we visualize the results using Knowledge Graphs which are a way to

represent large amounts of data. In this application, the knowledge graphs represent each

triple with three connected nodes, titled with the subject, relation and object extracted. An

edge is present between the subject and relation predicate, then another between the latter and

the object.

Figure 14: creating a PyVis network for rendering the input graph

Figure 15: Building the graph with NetworkX and passing it as an argument to PyVis

The advantage of using this data structure is displaying all the elements related to a certain

subject, while avoiding repeated data and overall giving a more meaningful representation of

the information in the raw text, or crime-related unstructured data in this case. Here is a figure

which shows a visualization of the relevant data in the input text with the sentence subjects in

red.
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Figure 16: Visualization of IE with Syntactic Dependency using PyVis

6.3.4          DISCUSSION

This approach was useful as it fulfilled the goal of representing information in raw

unstructured text in a more useful way. Here we can see how the information is interconnected

and the relations between data about a specific subject. The fact that the visualiser is

interactive makes it even more convenient to read, to manipulate and understand. Moreover,

the Knowledge Graph produced from that input can already answer quite a few questions such

as: What happened to Meridith? Where was Meridith found? What was found on the scene?

Was there a murder weapon? What was the damage on Meridith’s body? Was any evidence

discovered?. And that is by traversing the graph and matching as many elements of the
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question to the nodes traversed, in order to find the relation, or relations, that answer each

question best.

Since the input text was simple, the sentences were straightforward and the elements to be

extracted were dealt with by using few dependency patterns. However, larger texts can be

given as input, reports that are written in a more complex way and maybe mention a subject

repeatedly throughout the text in different contexts. In such situations the graph can easily

grow to become confusing and the data that was supposed to become structured will make

much less sense to anybody using the application. The patterns that were specified for the

original simple text might not hold for all sentences processed and some information will

either be missed when building the graph or not represented correctly, Either way, it would

beat the purpose of using such a tool.

On the other hand, Relation Extraction could be used in building large knowledge bases about

crime that are meant to be rather machine readable than for the use of humans, comprising

large amounts of data about various cases and previously processed reports. But for the sake

of this project, we are trying to help users identify information more easily, so knowing that

incident reports or crime-related data can be quite lengthy and include many elements of high

importance, it would not be sensible to carry on with an approach that would not satisfy the

ultimate expectations.

6.4      MACHINE LEARNING APPROACH

Machine Learning is one of the most used approaches in Natural Language Processing, and

even though it requires very large or quality data for a good accuracy, it is still prefered over

building NLP resources manually. Machine Learning in Information Extraction consists of

learning extraction patterns using ML algorithms then generalizing them to go beyond

training data to the model making its own predictions and extracting information from raw

text it was not familiar with before[14].
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6.4.1       NAMED ENTITY RECOGNITION USING SPACY

Another way of Implementing Information Extraction is through the use of the subtask:

Named Entity Recognition (NER). This subtask can be performed using either linguistic and

knowledge-based techniques, or as in the case of this implementation, using Machine

Learning Techniques. NER with ML has proved to be most useful when extracting

pre-specified elements from text and has shown great results when provided good training

data[14].

The types of entities extracted by NER include proper names, organization names, time, dates,

locations, cardinal/ordinal numbers, and many more labels that could be interesting depending

on the context the tool is used in (i.e. the financial domain).

6.4.2       SPACY’S NER MODEL

SpaCy’s models use Thinc5 library behind the scenes, and the NER component’s general

architecture can be described as “Convolutional Neural Network with residual connections,

attention, on top of Bloom Embeddings” [15].

According to SpaCy’s Co-Founder, the NER model -along with the other SpaCy models-

follows the framework: “Embed. Encode. Attend. Predict.”

Embed: The first procedure is called “doc2array” and it basically means that each token is

used to extract the four attributes in the following columns:

● Norm: The normalized ID corresponding to the normalized version of the

string. By default it is the lowercase form in SpaCy.

● Prefix: its length is 3 by default “decompose”

● Suffix: its length is 3 by default “easily”

5 https://thinc.ai/
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● Shape: replacing similar characters with a single representation to create

machine readable patterns and general shapes to tokens. It is particularly useful

for the machine to come up with representations for words it has never seen

before. “Apple10” ⇒ “Wwwwwdd”  [W: uppercase character | w: lowercase

character | d: digits from 0-9].

Once those features are extracted, they are embedded in a table using “Hashing Trick”

/“Feature Hashing” or recently described as “Bloom Embeddings”. When hashing the “norm”

feature, it is first converted into a long hash string and sent to a hashing function that uses the

MOD operator to find the corresponding hash key. Now if the embedding table has 7500

buckets, hashed features are definitely going to collide. The solution SpaCy uses is to get the

final key from the sum of four different hash keys (the MOD function is computed four times

over a random seed and summed)[15].

This technique is useful when encountering words that are not found in the inventory of the

embedding table, to avoid mapping all of them to a single Out-Of-Vocabulary vector but

instead giving them a distinct vector representation. This allows the table to learn new

vocabulary every time it meets a new word without having to resize the vectors when a word

was out of the inventory to start with [15].

After computing the final keys for each of those features, they are concatenated to make a

new vector representation this time for the entire token, then fed to a multi-layer perceptron

(MLP). The MLP uses a Maxout Unit; a layer where no input dropouts are made and where

the activation function is the max of those inputs. The output from forward feeding those

concatenated keys is 128 dimension vector per word, able to learn an arbitrary sized inventory

and takes into consideration sub-word features[18].
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Encode: The common approach to building Natural Language Processing is by using Long

Short-Term Memory Recurrent Neural Networks (LSTM RNN) which operate by

forward-feeding the text to create a vector for each token, then concatenating all those vectors

by reading the text backwards. In the case of SpaCy, the Neural Network units are

Convolutional (CNN). The model uses a trigram (3-gram) CNN layer in order to create

windows for the words on each side of it (e.g. starting off with a 128 dimension vector per

word, the new dimensions will become 384). The input representation is then mapped to 128

to make sure it is one the same dimensions with the use of the MLP and the information from

the three words is basically mixed into one vector representation[15].

The purpose of this step is to study the context of the word by learning what it means based

on its neighboring tokens. When this process is done for the first time, information is only

drawn from each word on the side of the target token, but when it is repeated and stacked,

words start to draw information from N others on each side; N being the number of stacked

layers[15].

Another important detail about the model at this stage is that it uses Residual Connections; the

output of the current node is summed with the input of the node in question. This technique

keeps the output vector space similar to that of the input, it just builds up on the context and

does not transform it completely when feeding forward[15].

Attend: This type of transformation makes use of somewhat of an “attention layer”. After

calculating a single distinct vector for each token from a technique such as BiLSTM, the

query vector (context vector) is taken as input and a  new vector is calculated based on its

surroundings as a unit. That weighted summary is calculated by taking the first word of the

buffer, the ones before and after it, then the first and last word of the more recently extracted

entity, and the last word of the entity before that. Finding the previous entity is done with the

Greedy Search algorithm since the entity can be arbitrarily far back[15].
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Predict: After embedding words and feeding them into the 3-gram CNN, the output is a

tensor for which the “attention weights” are pre-computed. Then, the current state is

calculated and if it is not the end of the buffer (finish state in NER context). The features of

the state are calculated before using a simple MLP to get the probabilities of the next actions.

The latter are validated with a procedure based on the state, then executed before looping back

to the next token[15].

6.4.4       CREATING A CUSTOM NER MODEL WITH SPACY

The use of NER in this project will allow for the extraction of specific entities, which are:

● Person: John Green, Jane Doe

● Organization: Cleveland Police Homicide Department, Crime Scene Unit, Bay

Village Fire Department

● Time: 2:00 am

● Location: Blue Lake Range, family house, Beverly Road

● Crime Scene: specific places in the location where most evidence is found

(depends on text)

● Crime: murder, arson, assault (if present in text, not always)

● Weapon: firearm, knife, baseball bat

● Damage: bruises, wounds

● Evidence: broken glass, traces

● Investigation Procedure: request autopsy, take photos of the scene, examine the

premises, remains were sent to the morgue...

● Role: Detective, Sergeant (Sgt), Officer, Inspector…

To be able to extract entities that are as specifically annotated as “Crime” and “Evidence”,

new labels need to be added to the NER component, along with the annotated data to train the
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model on. To achieve this task, there were 2 options: either load a trained English pipeline and

add my custom entities to the NER pipe, or create a blank model and start from scratch.

There are some classes in the English pipeline’s NER component that would be needed in this

context as well, and using those learned entities would save some work and most definitely

produce much better results when annotating certain tokens, seeing as the training data used

for those is very large. However, there are also many other classes that are not relevant for this

project, and extracting them would very much make the annotation confusing. The goal of

using NER is to highlight all the important information, it would be useless to end up with an

almost entirely highlighted text. Also, very large amounts of training data would be needed to

raise the predictions of the custom entities for them to actually be used by the model, training

data that I cannot collect or create on my own, at least not in such a short time frame.

Here is the output of using the NER component of a trained English pipeline:

Figure 17: Output NER tagging using trained pipeline “en_core_web_md”
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Here is the output from using the NER component of the English pipeline “en_core_web_md”

on the input text. The model is recognizing a few entities correctly with the label “PERSON”.

However, it is not identifying the roles of those people in the report, which is something the

custom NER will do. It is also not recognizing the address as a location and annotates

“CARDINAL” when encountering the numbers in the address instead. “Oxford” was also not

recognized as a geopolitical Entity “GPE” but rather as an organization “ORG”. The other

problem is that it keeps identifying cardinal and ordinal entities throughout the text and

bringing attention to information that is not very relevant according to the purpose of the

project.

The possible reason for getting such results is that the model was trained on data in which

those incorrectly labeled entities occur in different contexts; perhaps contexts where the label

would have been accurate. The model was also probably not familiar with the format of an

address as a unit being a type of location “LOC” nor part of it as a geopolitical entity “GPE”.

Also, since the NER component accomplishes a task of multi-class classification, it would not

be possible to delete or disable the labeling of a certain class and achieve desired results

without running the entire model through training data that excludes that class [19].

A solution for the extra annotations in the pre-trained model would be to filter them out at the

level of the “displacy” method. It didn’t seem impossible and the advantage of having a model

pre-trained on relevant entity labels was too appealing to pass on. However, while trying to

load the model and add my own custom entities, I seemed to run into the phenomenon of

“Catastrophic Forgetting” where the model forgot about the leaned labels. Not knowing how

to fix said issue, I realized the output was the same as training a model from scratch.

Therefore, I chose to create a blank pipeline for the English Language to which I add an NER

component like in the code snippets in figure 18.
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Figure 18: Creating a blank model and adding the NER component

6.4.5        DATA COLLECTION

For the custom Named Entity Recognition system, I needed to collect a reasonable amount of

data to use for the model’s training. I looked online for any textual content related to crime,

articles, the news, actual crime reports, social media, random independent text which

contained some words relevant to the criminology domain.

My search led me to a dataset which includes news headlines about hate crimes in 2017. Such

sentences could be good input to train the model on, especially for labeling different crimes

and perhaps damage from crimes as well. It could be used to train the model on labeling

locations and crime scenes, and also weapons if mentioned. There are +10 000 instances in

the dataset, but none of them are annotated so I had to do that, or at least part of it, manually.

Examples of articles and new headlines are:

“Pizza Hut driver who killed co-worker with shotgun found mentally competent”

“FBI Investigates Fatal Shooting as Hate Crime”

“Police investigate vandalism at Colorado mosque”

“Suspect ordered to stand trial for brutal killing of Andrew Nesbitt”

Each separately underlined word in those examples represents an entity to be extracted. I have

also created/looked for independent text that would train the model on annotating time and

date references, as well as organizations, but mainly those related to the police/investigation

department. Examples of this data are:
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● For organizations: “Law Enforcement Agencies” - “State Police” - “State Bureau of

Investigation” - “Federal law enforcement” ...

● For time: “7:30pm” - “10 in the morning” - “19:30” - “2am” - “12:00am” ...

● For date: “24/1/2008” - “24th of April” - “April 24, 2021” - “04-24-2014”...

An example of incident reports I found online will be included in the appendices as they are

too long to include in this section. They are approximately 2000 words long on average and

contain a variety of crime related information that can be classified exactly into the entities

the system is meant to extract.

6.4.6        TEXT ANNOTATION

Since I was using a custom NER model, there were custom entities for which I had to create

the training data. To annotate my own texts, I used an open source NER Annotator6 tool

created by @tecoholic on Github, a very convenient user interface that provides a way to

annotate text directly onto tokenized custom text files. It is a re-implementation and good

alternative for SpaCy’s commercial tool Prodigy, which operates similarly at a much bigger

scale. The tool was made for the SpaCy library so the text annotations are formatted to be

compatible with the way the SpaCy takes training data as input for its models.

SpaCy’s training data is formatted like the following:

Figure 19: Training data formatting for SpaCy models[15]

6 https://github.com/tecoholic/ner-annotator
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The initial dataset was annotated manually, specifying the desired tags then highlighting the

tokens in question to annotate them as such. The token selection’s boundary sensitivity is

quite low so, as long as the user highlights part of the token, is it included in the annotation.

Such a detail makes the task a lot less tiring and a little faster for the user.

The input text is parsed in sentences for better readability and sentences can be skipped if no

tagging is needed. The resulting annotations are saved and in the end exported as a JSON file

formatted as shown in figure 19.

The 15 written incident reports I found online were all annotated manually along with the

other textual data I collected. I had a total of 550 sentences with 6 annotated words each on

average. The data was diverse to a certain extent, seeing as the incident reports are formatted

similarly and there are only so many ways they can vary.

6.4.7        TRAINING THE MODEL

Training the model required feeding it a file grouping text and the correct corresponding

annotations The train-test split was 300-200 texts, and the training data for this model looks

like the following:
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Figure 20: JSON file with the training data for the blank NER model

Since I am creating a blank model, I had to add all my new entity labels into the NER

component, and in SpaCy that is done by calling the function “add_label” which takes string

arguments.

Figure 21: Injecting the custom labels as entities in the blank model

In the above figure, I get the entities from the training data file, which are listed in the first

key “classes”. In a loop, I add all those class names into the ner pipe as entities. The model is

trained by using the function “begin_training()” which returns an optimizer that is stored in

“optimizer”.

Since the components are in a pipeline, training a single component will affect all the others,

which is why it is important to disable the rest of the pipes in the model before starting. This
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would’ve been relevant if I had chosen to load the “en_core_web_md” model and customize

it, but since I am creating a blank model, it does not make a difference.

Figure 22: Model training function

In this function, after disabling the other pipes, we can begin training the model with the

method “begin_training()”. The method returns an optimizer which reduces the gradient of the

weights after making a prediction on the labels. The training is done iteratively and the

predictions are updated at each iteration using the method “nlp.update()”. It includes the

following  hyperparameters:

- Epochs: I am not using batching because my training data isn’t very large, so the

Epochs are equal to the number of iterations. 20 in this case.
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- Shuffle: after each iteration, the training data is shuffled so that the model doesn’t

include the order of the entities as part of its generalization.

- Dropouts: To make memorizing entities harder for the model. The dropouts in each

layer are set to 35%

Those hyperparameters were chosen such that the model does not overfit the training data:

learning it so well that it can no longer generalize patterns as expected, nor underfit: not

having a chance to learn the training data enough to be able to create patterns. In the following

section, an evaluation of the model is conducted.

6.4.8        TESTING THE MODEL

The testing data was made of 200 texts from the dataset, incident reports and independent

text. The results were calculated using the Precision, Recall, and F1 of the model on each

entity and all the entities on average.

Precision refers to the percentage of correctly extracted entities from the text; maximizing it

means minimizing false positives. Recall means the percentage amongst the extracted entities

that was classified correctly; Maximizing it means minimizing false negatives. These metrics

increase at the cost of each other so we need to capture both simultaneously. There is a

solution for evaluating the balance between them: F1. F1 score refers to the harmony between

the extraction and the classification and the higher it is, the better the model is. Figure 23

explains how they are calculated:
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Figure23: PRF Evaluation Calculations [20]

Testing the model on the training data to see how well it captured it gave the following

results:

'ents_p': 78.2246879334258,
'ents_r': 58.14432989690722,
'ents_f': 66.70609107037257,
'ents_per_type': {

'ORG': {
'p': 77.21518987341773,
'r': 67.03296703296702,
'f': 71.76470588235294},

'PERSON': {
'p': 91.0958904109589,
'r': 83.125,
'f': 86.92810457516339},

'ROLE': {
'p': 90.17857142857143,
'r': 87.82608695652175,
'f': 88.98678414096916},

'LOCATION': {
'p': 74.60317460317461,
'r': 61.038961038961034,
'f': 67.14285714285714},

'PROCEDURE': {
'p': 19.047619047619047,
'r': 9.375,
'f': 12.56544502617801},

'WEAPON': {
'p': 100.0,
'r': 26.31578947368421,
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'f': 41.66666666666667},
'CRIME': {

'p': 75.67567567567568,
'r': 43.75,
'f': 55.44554455445544},

'TIME': {
'p': 97.36842105263158,
'r': 100.0,
'f': 98.66666666666666},

'DAMAGE': {
'p': 75.60975609756098,
'r': 28.18181818181818,
'f': 41.05960264900662},

'CRIME_SCENE': {
'p': 0.0,
'r': 0.0,
'f': 0.0},

'EVIDENCE': {
'p': 20.0,
'r': 9.523809523809524,
'f': 12.903225806451612},

'DATE': {
'p': 80.0,
'r': 57.14285714285714,
'f': 66.66666666666666}

Testing the model on unseen data to see how well it generalized any created patterns:

'ents_p': 68.52459016393443,
'ents_r': 34.26229508196722,
'ents_f': 45.68306010928961,
'ents_per_type': {

'WEAPON': {
'p': 100.0,
'r': 23.809523809523807,
'f': 38.46153846153846},

'CRIME': {
'p': 60.71428571428571,
'r': 17.346938775510203,
'f': 26.984126984126984},

'ORG': {
'p': 84.0,
'r': 44.680851063829785,
'f': 58.333333333333336},

'PERSON': {
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'p': 76.81159420289855,
'r': 63.095238095238095,
'f': 69.28104575163398},

'EVIDENCE': {
'p': 0.0,
'r': 0.0,
'f': 0.0},

'LOCATION': {
'p': 48.4375,
'r': 39.24050632911392,
'f': 43.35664335664335},

'PROCEDURE': {
'p': 8.333333333333332,
'r': 1.5625,
'f': 2.631578947368421},

'DAMAGE': {
'p': 69.23076923076923,
'r': 12.32876712328767,
'f': 20.930232558139533},

'ROLE': {
'p': 84.28571428571429,
'r': 60.824742268041234,
'f': 70.65868263473052},

'DATE': {
'p': 0.0,
'r': 0.0,
'f': 0.0},

'TIME': {
'p': 86.66666666666667,
'r': 72.22222222222221,
'f': 78.78787878787877},

'CRIME_SCENE': {
'p': 0.0,
'r': 0.0,
'f': 0.0}
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Figure 24: Results of training on unseen incident report part 1

In figure 24 we can see that the model doesn’t recognize the address as a location “LOC”, it

also doesn’t recognize “vandalism” as a “CRIME”. I missed to recognize the “ORG” at the

start of the second paragraph and a few other entities throughout the text. However, it does

extract a lot of other entities correctly.

Figure 25: Results of training on unseen incident report part 2
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In figure 25 we can see that the model extracts some entities somewhat correctly; the issue is

with the boundaries (e.g. “visual observation that the victim’s head” should be “visual

observation”). It also misses some entities here too. All of which explains the average

precision results.

Figure 26: Results of training on unseen incident report table format

A better view on the result in figure 25 shows the missing entities in the columns “CRIME”,

“CRIME_SCENE”, “WEAPON” and “EVIDENCE” as it completely failed to identify them

although they are present in the incident report.

6.4.9        DISCUSSION

When testing the model on training data we can see that the results for precision and recall for

certain entities are not very bad, while other entities are not being recognized. One reason I

can think of as to why the latter is happening is that there aren’t many instances of words

annotated with those labels in the training data to start with, so the model was not doing very

well at creating a pattern for them.
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for testing data, we can see that the labels “Person”, “Time” and “Role” are the ones where

the model performed best, and again I think it is because of how frequent those entities were

in the annotations and perhaps how particular they are, making it easy for the model to pick

up patterns. Unlike for “Procedure” or “Damage” where the annotated text is a sequence of

words that have such a meaning solely based on the context.

There is a high possibility where the hyperparameters that I chose affected the results I found,

maybe I was underfitting the model in fear of overfitting; maybe there are too many dropouts,

or perhaps too few iterations. I will have to keep trying different values to find the optimal

solution.

Another way I think the model’s performance was affected was through the manual

annotations. There is a high chance that inconsistencies in annotating the training data have

affected the generalization of patterns. Annotation is a time-consuming and tiring task that a

human can easily make mistakes in because of how repetitive it is. I am no exception as I

might have missed a few entities or annotated others incorrectly.

I do believe that better/more data would help raise the performance for each entity to an

average level at least. And of course, using the optimal hyperparameters can be of great help.

6.5 INTERFACE

Since the Information Extraction system is made for the use of actual people and not a

machine, building an interface from which they can access and employ the system is

important.

The backend of the interface is implemented using Python, since I had to integrate the NLP

technology, the frontend is rendered using HTML, JavaScript and CSS, then Flask to link the
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frontend and backend. There was also no need for a database as I am not trying to store any of

the data sent and received.

6.5.1         STARTING PAGE

The starting page looks like the following in Figure 27:

Figure 27: Front page of the interface

6.5.2         UPLOADING A TEXT FILE

The next page of the interface is where they upload the text file they would like to extract

information from. The green button is for uploading the file from disk, and the submit button

is what starts the processing of the file and renders the result page with the extracted

information. The users are also only allowed to upload text files as of this implementation.

Figure 28 is a snapshot of the page:
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Figure 28: Interface page for uploading a text file

6.5.3         RESULTS PAGE

This page is where the results of Natural Language Processing on the input file are shown. the

first tab shows the raw text read from the user’s file, the one on its right shows the text with

recognized entities and their labels, visualized using SpaCy's library “Displacy”.

Under those two text areas are additional buttons for either converting those NER extracted

information into a table format, or starting the retraining feature for correcting false

annotations.

The results shown on this page were obtained by choosing a text file that is part of the training

data. The performance is therefore quite high, but it is only to show the full potential of the

model and platform. Figure 29 below shows what the page looks like:
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Figure 29: Interface Results Page

6.5.4         TABLE FORMAT

This feature was included to make the results more readable, removing the colors and

grouping the extracted elements under each of their label’s respective columns.

Figure 30: Table format for the NER annotation results
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For the sake of giving the users more useful information, I transformed the columns “Role”

and “Person”, which should be originally there from the annotations, into one column “People

Involved” so that the user can read “Officer D. C. Baxter” instead of random labels and names

with no link showing which person had which role in the reports.

6.5.5         RETRAINING FEATURE

This page is a re-implementation of @techolic’s open source NER-annotator, it uses the same

layout, but with Python and Flask for the logic. The page is displayed like the following:

Figure 31: Page for retraining the model

This feature is to be used when the user of the system notices some incorrect annotations.

They will have the option of moving to this page and creating their own tags, then selecting

the tokens they would like to label with the created tag. When clicking the “save” button, the
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annotations are directly converted into SpaCy’s formatting for training data, and included in

the appropriate JSON file.

The need for such a feature came from the challenge of not having enough training data for

the model to be efficient from the start. However, while such a feature could be useful for

increasing the accuracy of the model, there is no doubt that it will take a long time to execute,

especially with already large volumes of training data. The work around of this drawback

would possibly be to save the new annotations in the file for training data but not directly

engaging in the training itself. Perhaps until the users decide they have collected enough

corrections to actually produce a change in training results.
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7. DIFFICULTIES AND CHALLENGES

Having little to no background about Natural Language Processing was definitely a setback

because I found myself still documenting myself about its various concepts at a time where I

should have been decided on the tools I would use and had a somewhat clear idea of what the

implementation was going to be like. I was still reading about the techniques and discovering

new methods and applications every time, which for sure was great for my personal learning

but not for the flow of the project.

The fact I chose Machine Learning as the official implementation approach for delivering the

desired results was a challenge in itself. I had never worked on a Machine Learning project

before, so building a model in the span of a couple of weeks was not easy at all. There were

quite a few concepts I was not familiar with, such as the different model architectures, how to

conduct model training, the hyperparameters and their impact on the accuracy of the model,

and the way testing is done.

Drawing from this last point, I was not aware of how time-consuming it would be to collect

data from scratch then annotate it. I did not have an annotated dataset to start with, and I did

not see the point in having one because I was not always planning on using ML to build the

system. So, when I found NER to be such an interesting solution for the project, I found

myself with no data. Gathering it was quite a hustle because texts such as incident reports just

are not made available online for people to read unless they are made up or part of a course

training for police investigations, which was the case for the first few reports I laid my hands

on.

After finding the bit of data I could, I had to annotate it, and not only did it take a long time

but there was also some confusion regarding how to label some tokens. For example, in

incident reports, it is frequent to find mentions of weapons either as crime weapons or
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evidence, or even both at the same time, so there was the dilemma of which tag to give the

tokens in question. Such a confusion can definitely affect the model’s performance and it

cannot be avoided because the labeling strongly depends on the context and the consistency in

annotations. If two different people were to work on annotating the data, they would most

likely do it differently based on how they understand it and how they see it more useful. The

same thing can be said about the labels ‘Crime scene” and “Location”. Having two labels for

one word could solve this issue, but because of the way SpaCy requests training data to be

formatted, it cannot be implemented.

Another challenge I faced during the implementation phase was not finding documentation

for some of the tools I was supposed to employ: FrameNet and ProbBank. There was very

little explanation on how to use them programmatically, which was what I needed since I had

already gotten the grasp of how they operated. I do admit, using either one of them would

have been very effective with the problem at hand, because much of the information extracted

from incident reports depends strongly on the context it is written in, and semantic analysis

would for sure help the machine “understand” what it is meant to output.

All in all, I do believe the biggest issue I had was not enough time to learn about the field,

decide on an implementation approach, learn how to use the tools needed, and in the end

produce good results. In the next chapter I will talk about the stretch goals for this project and

what I will do to keep building on it.
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8. STRETCH GOALS AND FUTURE WORK

First of all, the next thing I should do is try to improve my results in Information Extraction. I

will either have to annotate more of my own texts in hope of giving better results, or

completely switch methods by implementing NER with knowledge-based instead of Machine

Learning techniques: meaning that I will be specifying the patterns instead of having the

machine learn and generalize them.

Another approach I could be trying is semantic analysis, previously explained in the Design

phase. From learning about the logic behind FrameNet and the mechanics of Frame

Semantics, it appeared to be very promising and there is no doubt that both the Information

Extraction (IE) and the Text Summarization would’ve been feasible using it.

The secondary goal of this project was to apply text summarization on incident reports;

meaning, transforming the text from lengthy detailed reports to a coherent English-written

summary of that. There are a few ways to achieve text summarization in NLP, the first one

being to extract sentences from the input text depending on which ones are more informative.

Such a criterion can be evaluated by looking at the frequency at which words are repeated in a

sentence after pre-processing the text to remove closed-class words, or otherwise called stop

words as explained in the Design chapter. The sentences are then scored based on those word

frequency scores and chosen if they pass a specified threshold. This method is quite simple

and feasible, but the results might not be great.

Another method is by using sentence embeddings; converting sentences and vocabulary into

vectors in order to calculate the semantic similarity between sentences and extracting the ones

with the highest similarity scores. This method solves the problem presented in the first

approach: assigning overestimated scores to sentences when words of similar meaning are

counted separately.
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In the context of this project and report, I thought of another way to do text summarization,

and it is by using the knowledge graphs previously built. If the user can specify what subject

they would like to have a summary of information for, the machine can definitely traverse the

graph starting from that subject node and construct the sentences around it again. Because the

extraction was syntactic, the triples can still be reconnected as they are not far from how a

normal sentence is built.

The machine learning approach used in this project however does not make a good base for

text summarization because there is no link between the entities extracted and re-building

sentences will not be possible.

Other than Text Summarization, future work in this project could be about exploring the

library SpaCy and discovering all the tools I did not have a chance to learn about during the

three-month time frame of the capstone. While writing this report I had to refer to a lot of the

documentation in the official SpaCy website and found a few very interesting features that

could have been valuable for this project. Therefore it would be a very nice idea to keep

digging into the library.

This capstone topic was inspired from a broader project idea, which may not be attainable at

this point in time or maybe ever, if the appropriate data is not available, and that idea is to

build an Artificial Intelligence (AI) system to use all sorts of information about crime,

previous cases and police reports to build profiles for crime suspects. The system would not

be based on any racial, gender, or religious statistics or descriptions.

This project was much of a sub-task of the big idea and I am very interested in pursuing the

ultimate goal especially because I am sure I will be learning a lot along the way.
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CONCLUSION IN ENGLISH

The main purpose of this project was to build a Natural Language Processing (NLP) system

for Information Extraction (IE) from criminal incident reports. It was meant to help automate

the time-consuming and tiring tasks of reading through each report individually looking for all

sorts of relevant information by highlighting such data and visualizing it for the user.

There were two approaches in implementing this project, the first one being Relation

Extraction with visualization using interactive knowledge graphs, and the second one being

Named Entity Recognition using Machine Learning. The first approach proved to be

promising but was not readable enough for a regular user, it has more potential in other tasks

of NLP such as Question Answering. The second approach would have been very successful

if there was access to large volumes of good annotated data about crime. The current results

are average but can be improved by annotating more text, tweaking the hyperparameters of

the model, or adopting a knowledge-based implementation instead of Machine Learning.

The secondary purpose of this project was Text Summarization, it was not implemented in this

project but was included along with other goals in the future works.
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CONCLUSION IN FRENCH
L'objectif principal de ce projet était de construire un système de traitement du langage naturel

(NLP) pour l'extraction d'informations (IE) à partir de rapports d'incidents criminels. Ce

système devait permettre d'automatiser les tâches fastidieuses et fatigantes de lecture

individuelle de chaque rapport à la recherche de toutes sortes d'informations pertinentes en

mettant en évidence ces données et en les visualisant pour l'utilisateur.

Deux approches ont été utilisées pour la mise en œuvre de ce projet, la première étant

l'extraction de relations avec visualisation à l'aide de graphiques de connaissances interactifs,

et la seconde la reconnaissance d'entités nommées à l'aide de l'apprentissage automatique. La

première approche s'est avérée prometteuse mais n'était pas assez lisible pour un utilisateur

ordinaire, elle a plus de potentiel dans d'autres tâches de PNL telles que la réponse aux

questions. La deuxième approche aurait été très fructueuse si l'on avait eu accès à de grands

volumes de données bien annotées sur la criminalité. Les résultats actuels sont corrects mais

peuvent être améliorés en annotant davantage de texte, en modifiant les hyperparamètres du

modèle ou en adoptant une mise en œuvre basée sur la connaissance au lieu de l'apprentissage

automatique.

L'objectif secondaire de ce projet était le résumé de texte, il n'a pas été mis en œuvre dans ce

projet mais est inclus avec d'autres objectifs dans les travaux futurs.
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APPENDICES
INCIDENT REPORT EXAMPLE

https://www.crimescene.com/shawcasedetectives/72-shaw-incident-rpt
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